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Abstract
In order to calibrate the model parameters, Sensitivity Analysis routines
are mandatory to rank the parameters by their relevance and fix to nom-
inal values the least influential factors. Despite the high number of works
based on ADM1, very few are related to sensitivity analysis. In this study
Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) and Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) for
an ADM1-based Anaerobic Digestion Model have been performed. The mod-
ified version of ADM-based model selected in this study was presented by
Esposito and co-authors in 2013. Unlike the first version of ADM1, focused
on sewage sludge degradation, the model of Esposito is focused on organic
fraction of municipal solid waste digestion. It his recalled that in many ap-
plications the hydrolysis is considered the bottleneck of the overall anaerobic
digestion process when the input substrate is constituted of complex organic
matter. In Esposito’s model a surfaced based kinetic approach for the disin-
tegration of complex organic matter is introduced. This approach allows to
better model the disintegration step taking into account the effect of particle
size distribution on the digestion process. Due to the large number of param-
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eters to be analyzed a first preliminary screening analysis, with the Morris’
Method, has been conducted. Since two quantities of interest (QoI) have
been considered, the initial screening has been performed twice, obtaining
two set of parameters containing the most influential factors in determining
the value of each QoI. A surrogate of ADM1 model has been defined mak-
ing use of the two defined quantities of interest. The output results from
the surrogate model have been analyzed with Sobol’ indices for the quan-
titative GSA. Finally, uncertainty quantification has been performed. By
adopting kernel smoothing techniques, the Probability Density Functions of
each quantity of interest have been defined.
Keywords: Global Sensitivity analysis, Uncertainty Quantification,
ADM1-based Anaerobic Digestion Model
1. Introduction1
Anaerobic Digestion (AD) technology is a bio-chemical process for the2
treatment of organic matrices.3
During the last decades, AD has been widely applied in several indus-4
trial fields, such as the treatment of organic wastes. Such technology allows5
to reduce the environmental pollution as well as to generate energy. The6
development of the AD technology called for the introduction of specific7
mathematical models for the design and the management of AD reactors.8
The first models were proposed from the early 1980s [1]. They were9
mainly focused on the modeling of biochemical processes occurring in AD10
reactors, based on Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) systems. Char-11
acterized by different levels of complexity, they requested different assump-12
2
tions and simplifications. The development of the models would follow for13
a couple of decades and several approaches have been consolidated during14
these years [2]. Moreover, in order to propose an unified approach in AD15
mathematical modeling in 2002 a Task group of the International Water As-16
sociation (IWA) developed a comprehensive mathematical model known as17
ADM1 [3], which was based on the knowledge on modeling and simulation18
of anaerobic digestion systems emerged over the previous years. After its19
publication, the ADM1 became very soon a well-known and widely stud-20
ied mathematical model, able to describe the conversion of complex organic21
compounds into methane (CH4). ADM1 simulates the main biochemical (re-22
lated to the microbial community) processes leading to the final production23
of CH4. Initially based on the AD of sewage sludge of urban wastewa-24
ter treatment plants, IWA’s ADM1 model has undergone many modifica-25
tions/manipulations aimed to introduce specific process affecting the anaer-26
obic conversion of organic substrates, in order to simulate the degradation of27
more complex organic substrates than sewage sludge, such as Organic frac-28
tion of municipal solid waste (OFMSW). Important ADM1 extensions were29
made by Fedovovich et al. [4] with the introduction of sulfur degradation30
and kinetics, and the by Batstone and Keller [5] who took into account the31
CaCO3 precipitations. ADM1 extensions have also been proposed to remove32
the discrepancies in both carbon and nitrogen balances [6] and to improve33
the physicochemical ADM1 framework by incorporating more inorganic com-34
ponents such as trace elements (TE) and phosphates. More precisely, TE35
dynamics and their effects on AD systems have been modeled [7, 8, 9].36
With the aim to extend the ADM1 applicability to the anaerobic digestion37
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of organic solid wastes, Esposito and co-authors [10] modified the ADM1 by38
introducing a surfaced based kinetic. This allowed to consider the effects of39
particle size distribution in AD of complex organics.40
The selection of the parameters in numerical simulations of the ADM141
model constitutes a topic worth investigating. Due to the high number42
of processes and parameters, and thus of kinetic parameters, their choice43
plays a key role in the simulation result. In this context the study of the44
sensitivity of the AD model predictions with respect to the variability in the45
inputs provides a way to better understand the response of the model to an46
arbitrary choice of parameters.47
In order to calibrate the model parameters for the model to exhibit a48
better fitness with the experimental data, Sensitivity Analysis (SA) routines49
are mandatory in order to rank the parameters by their relevance and fix to50
nominal values the least influential factors. The need for a reliable Global51
Sensitivity analysis (GSA) of ADM1 model is expressed in a general frame-52
work of good practices in modeling, suggested by Saltelli et al. in [11]. In53
Saltelli ’s work, it is pointed out that many uncertainty and sensitivity anal-54
yses still explore the input space moving along one-dimensional corridors (i.e55
Local Sensitivity analysis) and thus leave a vast part of the input parameter56
space unexplored. In their extensive systematic literature review Saltelli et57
al. show that many highly cited papers (42%, according to their analysis)58
fail the elementary requirement to properly explore the space of the input59
factors. The results (that emerged to be discipline-dependent) pointed to a60
strong need for recognized good practices in SA and Uncertainty Quantifica-61
tion (UQ) procedures.62
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Despite the high number of works based on ADM1, there are very few63
works related to sensitivity analysis. In practice, these works are totally64
focused on local procedures neglecting the more exhaustive global techniques.65
Several examples can be found in literatures regarding procedures related66
to local sensitivity: Jeong et al in [12] introduced a local sensitivity index67
for the sake of ordering kinetic and stoichiometric parameters of ADM1 with68
respect to their influence on the simulation results. Such index had to be av-69
eraged over different simulation times. Souza et al, in [13], used biochemical70
methane potential (BMP) tests data for calibrating the Anaerobic Digestion71
Model No. 1 (ADM1) by the means of a preliminar screening via SA tech-72
niques adopting Sensitivity Index (SI) introduced in [12]; Lee et al. in [14]73
applied the screening of [12] for the ADM1 model in a temperature-phased74
anaerobic digestion (TPAD) application.75
Barrera et al. in [15] adopted the so called Local Relative Sensitivity76
Analysis method ( see Ref. [16]) for a screening phase that ultimately led to77
a calibration and validation of a modified version of ADM1 that accounted78
for sulfate reduction.79
In [17] a parametric, derivative-based local sensitivity analysis was en-80
forced with respect to the level of CH4 production, in order to apply ADM181
to simulate biogas production from Hydrilla verticillata.82
Morales et al. in [18] adopted a sensitivity analysis screening, by using83
a simple methodology that consisted of changing the value of each input84
concentrations ”one at a time” (OAT) while leaving the other parameters85
fixed. In their work, they analyzed a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR)86
in steady state for a wastewater treatment plant.87
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Concerning Global Sensitivity Analysis, in [19] a GSA study has been88
performed on the Benchmark Simulation Model no. 2 (BSM2) model in89
its open loop (without control) version, by means of Monte Carlo (MC)90
experiments and linear regression of the MC results [20]. Such model is a91
rather complex plant-wide model, which accounts for wastewater and sludge92
treatment, and the main focus was not unfortunately the sole ADM1 model93
rather than its interactions with the other subsystems.94
The aim of this study is to perform a GSA and UQ on a modified version95
of ADM1 with surfaced based kinetic. The performed analysis focuses on96
a large set of parameters, which models different physical, biological and97
chemical phenomena, entwined in the complex dynamics of ADM1 process.98
Such set of input factors took into account kinetic parameters and operational99
parameters. As for the outputs, the dynamics of each execution of the ADM1100
model are encoded into two quantities of interest, that account for the CH4101
production history and the peak of acetic acid.102
One of the main outcomes of this paper is to state, after an extensive103
GSA, that the two model parameters r0 and Ksbk, both related to the degra-104
dation of the substrate (as explained in detail in Section 2) play a key role in105
the examined AD model. This confirms that the disintegration phase is one106
of the most important phases of the overall AD process. In the manuscript107
the adopted methodology and tools, concerning GSA and UQ, are described108
in detail. In fact, this work is not limited to a mere sensitivity analysis of109
an ADM1-based model since it constitutes a methodological example of for110
a global sensitivity study for this class of models. In the presented research111
it is demonstrated that a rigorous GSA procedure for a complex model of112
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practical interest such as ADM1 is possible, connecting several algorithms113
available in literature. This analysis is not in contrast with a preliminary114
screening, typically based on OAT techniques, that are widespread in ap-115
plied sciences. On the other hand, it is shown that with a further effort a116
solid framework of tools is available to the scientist who is willing to have a117
deeper overview on the interacting parameters, in order to shed light on the118
structure of models that sometimes are too complex to be analyzed before-119
hand. In particular, the Morris Elementary Effects and the Sobol’ indices120
(described in the following Sections) are obtained via an exploration of the121
whole hypercube of the uncertain model parameters, rather than exploring122
a finite set of segments. The surrogate models allow for a computationally123
cheap activity of Uncertainty Quantification on the output variables, and the124
built databases allow for interesting insights on the effect of input parameters125
on the model output, such as the cobweb plots. All the aforementioned algo-126
rithms create a more informative framework, that can help the practitioners127
in a second phase of the modeling process, where deeper insights are needed.128
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the modified version129
of ADM1 object of the study is described. In Section 3, the selection of130
the groups of variables for the SA and UQ study is outlined, as well as the131
choice of the main observables. The studied test case and the databases132
of simulation are also described in this Section. In Section 4 the UQ and133
SA techniques adopted in this work, namely preliminary Morris’ screening134
and Surrogate-based UQ and SA, are introduced. The Results are presented135
and discussed in Section 5, and the concluding remarks as well as future136
perspectives are given in Section 6.137
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2. Mathematical Model of Anaerobic Digestion138
The analysis conducted in this work is based on a modified version of139
ADM1 proposed by Esposito et al. [21, 22]. The model accounts for the140
effect of particle size distribution during the disintegration process by using141
a surface based kinetic and removes the ADM1 discrepancies in both carbon142
and nitrogen balances according to [6]. In particular, the use of surface based143
kinetic approach allows to model through the two constants Ksbk and a
∗ the144
degradation of the substrate due to the mechanical characteristics and to the145
granulometry, respectively.146
As it has just been remarked, the main novelty introduced by Esposito and
co-authors [10] lies in the different approach used in the disintegration kinetic.
In simple terms, it may be stated that the disintegration constant Kdis used
in the original version of the ADM1 has been substituted by the product of
two newly introduced factors, Ksbk and a
∗. In the considered surface based
kinetic, the degradation rate of the organic biodegradable mass M is function




It is possible to transpose the last formula in terms of the concentration147




where Ksbk is the surface based kinetic constant and a
∗ = a∗(r0) is the149
specific area which depends of the particle radius r0.150
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Notably, Ksbk is independent of the granulometry of the waste and de-151
pends only from the mechanical characteristics of the substrate (i.e. the152
physical resistence of the waste to disintegration). On the other hand, the153
parameter a∗ depends only from the granulometry, i.e. from the size of the154
waste particles which need to be anaerobically digested. In particular, Ksbk155
needs to be determined experimentally, while a∗ can be calculated a priori156








where δ is the mass density.159
Although the difference of the adopted model with respect to the original160
ADM1 from the point of view of implemented differential equations may seem161
little, from a modeling point of view the difference is substantial. The original162
ADM1 was made for anaerobic digestion of sewage sludge, a substrate char-163
acterized by homogeneity both in terms of mechanical disintegration than in164
terms of granulometry. In that specific case, a simple constant has been suf-165
ficient. The modified version of Esposito et al. has been proposed for the AD166
of organic fraction of municipal solid waste (OFMSW), a strongly dishomo-167
geneous substrate, characterized by differences in granulometry. Since the168
aim of this work is to propose a sensitivity analysis methodology for this169
type of models and show the effect of disintegration on AD modeling, the170
original form of the ADM1 would have been limiting because in that case171
only a constant,Kdis would have been taken into account and, above all, the172
probabilistic description of Kdis and its range of variation would have been173
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less detailed.174
The model is based on mass conservation principles and is formulated as175
a set of ordinary differential equations for the soluble and particulate com-176
ponents constituting the system. In general form, the model is formulated in177
terms of three groups of state variables: i) soluble components in liquid phase178
Si, including the compounds deriving from the hydrolysis of the complex or-179
ganic matter. ii) particulate components Xi, representing the concentration180
of the microbial groups involved in the biochemical reactions and the com-181
plex organic matter fed to the AD system, and the macromolecules deriving182
from the disintegration step; iii) gas components Sgas,i (i.e. hydrogen, carbon183
dioxide, methane), in equilibrium with the corresponding components in the184
liquid phase.185
The differential equations governing substrates and bacterial groups dy-186
namics involved in the AD processes take the following form:187
dVliqSi
dt





i = 1, ..., n1, t > 0 (4)
dVliqXi
dt




i = n1 + 1, ..., n2, t > 0 (5)
dVgasSgas,i
dt
= −qgasSgas,i + VliqρT,i(t,S,Sgas),
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i = 1, ..., n1, t > 0 (6)
where:188
n1 denotes the number of soluble components,189
n2 − n1 denotes the number of particulate components,190
m1 denotes the number of biochemical processes taken into account,191
αi,j is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i on biochemical process j,192
γi is the stoichiometric coefficient for the acid base reaction involving the193
ith soluble component,194
Si denotes the ith soluble component,195
Xi denotes the ith particulate component,196
Sgas,i denotes the ith component in gas form,197
ρj(t,S,X) represents the rate of the j th biochemical process,198
ρA,i(t,S) represents the acid base kinetic rate equation for the i
th soluble199
component,200
ρT,i(t,S,Sgas) represents the gas transfer rate for the i
th soluble compo-201
nent.202







Q−i = 0, p+ q < n1, (7)
where:205
p defines the number of cationic components,206
q defines the number of anionic components,207
Q+i represents the cationic equivalent concentration of species i
th,208
Q−i represents the anionic equivalent concentration of species i
th.209
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In order to solve the differential algebraic system [4-7] suitable initial210
conditions have to be prescribed.211
Si(0) = S
0
i , i = 1, ..., n1, (8)
Xi(0) = X
0
i , i = n1 + 1, ..., n2, (9)
Sgas,i(0) = S
0
gas,i, i = 1, ..., n1, (10)
The detailed biochemical (ρj(t,S,X)), acid/base (ρA,i(t,S)) and gas trans-212
fer (ρT,i(t,S,Sgas)) reaction rates expression adopted in the model are re-213
ported in the following sections. In Appendix B the model equations in214
matrix form (Petersen matrices) are shown.215
2.1. Biochemical reaction rates216
According to the the ADM1 approach, the AD process is composed by217
five main degradation steps (Fig):218
i) the disintegration of complex organic matter Xc in readily and slowly219
degradable particulate organic macromolecules (XCh, XPr, XLi, XI) and the220
contextual release of inorganic carbon (XIC) and inorganic nitrogen (XIN);221
ii)the hydrolysis of the particulate macromolecules in soluble monomers222
(Ssu, Sss, Sfa);223
iii) the degradation of soluble monomers in organic volatile acids (Sva,224
Spr, Sbu), this step is usually named acidogenesis ;225
iv) the formation of the acetic acid (Sac) and hydrogen gas (Sh2) from226
the degradation of volatile acids and partially from the hydrolisis of soluble227
monomers (i.e acetogenesis), and228
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v) the formation of Methane gas (Sch4) through acetoclastic and hy-229
drogenotrophic methanogenesis.230
These processes have been mediated by seven microbial groups: Sugar231
degraders (Xsu), amino acid degraders (Xaa), LCFA degraders (Xfa), Valer-232
ate and Buryrate degraders (Xc4), propionate degraders (Xpro), acetate de-233
graders (Xac), hydrogen degraders (Xh2).234
The kinetic rate equation ρj(t,S,X), have been following listed:235
ρ1 = KsbkCa
∗ (11)
ρ2 = Khyd,ChXCh (12)
ρ3 = Khyd,PrXPr (13)






































ρ13 = Kdec,XsuXsu (23)
ρ14 = Kdec,XaaXaa (24)
ρ15 = Kdec,XfaXfa (25)
ρ16 = Kdec,Xc4Xc4 (26)
ρ17 = Kdec,XproXpro (27)
ρ18 = Kdec,XacXac (28)
ρ19 = Kdec,Xh2Xh2 (29)
The inhibition terms in eqs. [18-25], defined according to the ADM1, are236
reported here:237
I1 = IpHIIN,lim
























2.2. Acid-base process rate239
The kinetic rate equations for all the acid base reactions implemented in
the model are here reported:
ρA,i+1 = −ρA,i, (30)
ρA,1 = KA/B,va(Sva−(SH+Ka,va)− Sva) (31)
ρA,3 = KA/B,bu(Sbu−(SH+Ka,bu)− Sbu) (32)
ρA,5 = KA/B,pro(Spro−(SH+Ka,pro)− Spro) (33)
ρA,7 = KA/B,ac(Sac−(SH+Ka,ac)− Sac) (34)
ρA,9 = KA/B,co2(Shco3−(SH+Ka,co2) +Ka,co2Sco32− − SIC) (35)
ρA,11 = KA/B,nh4(Snh3(SH+Ka,nh3)− Snh4) (36)
2.3. Gas-transfer process rate240
According to the ADM1 model the liquid-gas transfer processes for the241
variables SH2, SCH4, SIC in the liquid phase have been considered.242
ρT,1 = KLa(Sh2 − 16KH,h2pgas,h2), (37)
ρT,2 = KLa(Sch4 − 64KH,ch4pgas,ch4), (38)
ρT,3 = KLa(Sco2 − 16KH,co2pgas,co2), (39)
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3. Sources of uncertainty, quantities of interest and experimental243
designs244
3.1. Sources of uncertainty245
In ADM1 Model, the state variables integrated through eqns. (4-7) de-246
pend on a rather large set of parameters. In this study we selected 37 pa-247
rameters, belonging to different groups according to their specific biological248
significance. The groups are: inhibition constants ( KIH2fa, KIH2c4, KIH2pro,249
KINH3); half-saturation values (Kssu, Ksaa, Ksfa, Ksc4, Kspro, Ksac, Ksh2);250
yields of biomass on substrates (Ysu, Yaa, Yfa, Yc4, Ypro, Yac, Yh2); first order251
decay rates for substrates (kdec,su, kdec,aa, kdec,fa, kdec,c4, kdec,pro, kdec,ac, kdec,h2);252
Monod maximum specific growth rate (νmax,su, νmax,aa, νmax,fa, νmax,c4, νmax,pro,253
νmax,ac, νmax,H2); first order parameters for hydrolisis (khyd,ch, khyd,pr, khyd,li)254
and the parameters related to the granularity of the composite particulate255
material, namely r0 (from which the specific area a
∗ depends, see Eq. 3) and256
Ksbk. Uniform distributions have been selected for the 37 input parameters,257
reported in Table 4 (second column).258
3.2. Quantities of Interest259
The state of the digestion model described by Equations (4-7) evolves in260
time t ∈ (0, T ) and it is characterized through the state variable (Si, Xi,261
Sgas,i).262
Since the latter set of variables is particularly vast, it is mandatory to263
focus on a small set of scalar outputs in order to better catch the relation264
between the uncertain inputs and the behavior of the Digestion Model.265
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We shall concentrate here on two quantity of interest: the first one, from
now on y1 is the integral of the net CH4 production profile along the whole





The second quantity of interest, y2, is the Sac peak that could alter signifi-266
cantly the pH of the reactor, potentially implying the abortion of the whole267
process.268




The choice of this two quantities is due to the necessity to consider the270
effects of the parameters variability in therms of i) methane production with271
the aim to optimize the performance of AD plant; ii) acetic acid production,272
since this represents the main intermediate of reaction and play a key role in273
evaluation of pH and thus on the occurrences of undesired acidification.274
Notably, separate analysis are performed for the two different objectives,275
isolating different set of parameters that share an influence on the variability276
of the two quantities of interest.277
3.3. Description of test case278
Bio-methane potential (BMP) tests are robust and reliable experimental279
methods, mainly thanks to their easy set up and conduction as well as the280
useful information they can provide [23]. The BMP tests are conducted in281
batch conditions, and are finalized on the measuring the maximum amount282
of bio-methane produced per unit of substrate (e.g. COD or VS basis) used283
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for the anaerobic digestion process. The average length of 30 days, the ease284
of conduction, the reproducibility and the relatively low implematation costs,285
make the BMP tests the most used in studies concerning the anaerobic diges-286
tion of organic matrices. Moreover, BMP tests give significant information287
about the bio-methanation of specific substrates and provide experimental288
results essential to calibrate and validate mathematical models [23]. It is for289
the aforementioned reasons that BMP experiments were simulated. Standard290
one Liter glass digesters have been considered, fed with known concentration291
of substrate, expressed as COD (Xc) and Inoculum, the latter expressed as292
concentrations of the six microbial species taken into account into the model293
(i.e. Xsu, Xaa, Xfa, Xc4, Xpro, Xac, Xh2).294
The choice of input substrate plays a key role. In the proposed research,295
the substrate has been selected in order to represent Organic Fraction of Mu-296
nicipal Solid Waste (OFMSW). It is for this reason that we adopt a modified297
version of ADM1, the model proposed by Esposito and co-authors. Our goal298
is to focus on anaerobic digestion process of organic waste rather than on299
sewage sludge. In this perspective, the role of the parameters r0 and Ksbk is300
expected to be crucial.301
Batch conditions have been assumed. Initial conditions are reported in302
Table 1 all the kinetic constant and stoichiometric parameters have been303
taken according to [3, 10]. Based on experimental results, a total elapsed304
simulation time of forty days is deemed necessary for the complete depletion305
of the substrates and the achievement of the steady state condition.306
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Table 1: Initial condition used in numerical simulations
Parameter Description Dimension value
Xc0 OFMSW kgCODm
−3 10
Ssuin Sugar kgCODm−3 0
Saain Amino Acids kgCODm−3 0
Sfain Fatty acids kgCODm−3 0
Svain Valerate kgCODm−3 0.001
Sbuin Butyrate kgCODm−3 0.001
Sproin Propionate kgCODm−3 0





SICin Inorganic Carbon kmolm−3 0.0001
SINin Inorganic Nitrogen kmolm−3 0.05
Siin Soluble Inert kgm−3 0
Xchin Carbohydrates kgCODm−3 0
Xprin Proteins kgCODm−3 0
Xliin Lipids kgCODm−3 0
Xsuin Carbohydrates degraders kgCODm−3 0.15
Xaain Amino acids degraders kgCODm−3 0.10
Xfain Fatty acids degraders kgCODm−3 0.10
Xc4in Valerate and butyrate degraders kgCODm−3 0.01
Xproin Propionate degraders kgCODm−3 0.033
Xacin Acetate degraders kgCODm−3 0.9
Xh2in Hydrogen degraders kgCODm−3 0.1
Xiin Particulate inert kgm−3 0
fchxc Fraction of carbohydrates from composites - 0.20
fprxc Fraction of proteins from composites - 0.20
flixc Fraction of lipids from composites - 0.25
fxixc Fraction of particulate inerts from composites - 0.25
fsixc Fraction of soluble inerts from composites - 0.10
3.4. Experimental designs and databases307
A design of experiments refers to the way of discretizing the space of
the uncertain parameters (also referred to as “hypercube”) ZΘ ∈ Rd (in this
work, d = di ≤ 37), in which the parameters θi evolve. It is a way to define
the N realizations of parameters θi, for which the ADM1-based model is
integrated as a “black-box” in order to obtain the ensemble of N functional
outputs y from which useful statistics can be extracted. For each θi, the
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stands for the integration of the anaerobic digestion308
model F associated with the lth set of input parameters θ(l).309
It is pointed out that in this work the formalism of SA is adopted, and310
thus the word ”input” stands for the set of uncertain parameters whose effect311
on the model output is investigated, and not for the feeding characteristics of312
the reactor. In the present work, the parameter set corresponding to the first313
(screening) stage θMorris has a cardinality of NM = 380 and is compiled by314
the randomized algorithm proposed in [24]. On the other hand, concerning315
each second-stage parameter set θCH4,Sac , two databases of size N = 2
10 are316
compiled by making use of quasi-Monte Carlo sampling methods. They rely317
on low-discrepancy sequences to explore the hyperspace given by the support318
of the di Probability Density Functions (PDFs) without any bias with the aim319
of capturing most of the variance, see e.g. [25]. The first database of each pair320
is built using Halton’s sampling and is used as a training set; it corresponds321
to the ensemble of simulations over which the different surrogates are trained.322
The second database of each pair is built using Faure’s sampling, to be used323
as a validation set, i.e. it is made of the ensemble of simulations that is not324
part of the experimental design. The validation set is used in a subsequent325
stage to evaluate the accuracy of the different surrogate techniques. The326
compiled databases are listed in Table 2.327
It is remarked that that the considered digestion model features nonlinear-328
ities for both QoI y1,2. Figure 1 presents 40 representative ADM1 snapshots329
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sampled from Morris Database. In particular, the CH4 cumulative profiles330
in Figure 1 (a) and Sac profiles in Figure 1 (b) are represented.331
Table 2: Datasets DNi of ADM1-based model simulations used in this work whether for the
sake of performing Morris screening, or building surrogates (“training”), or for validating
them (“validation”).
Sampling Strategy Purpose Sample size
θ = θCH4
Randomized algorithm of [24] Morris Screening 380
Halton’s sequence Surrogate Training 210
Faure’s sequence Surrogate Validation 210
θ = θSac
Randomized algorithm of [24] Morris Screening 380
Halton’s sequence Surrogate Training 210
Monte Carlo random sampling Surrogate Validation 210
In practice, the model equations 4–39 are integrated with the aid of the332
OCTAVE programming language [26] using LSODE solver for the system of or-333
dinary differential equations [27].334
4. Surrogate-Based Sensitivity Analysis335
For the Sensitivity Analysis of the model presented in Section 2, the336
problem represented by the large size of the parameter set θ is outflanked337
by making use of a preliminary screening analysis adopting the well known338
Morris Method, also called the Elementary Effect Test (EET). We remind339
the reader that in Section 3 we defined two quantities of Interest concerning340
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the output of ADM model. The initial screening is performed thus twice, i.e.341
determining the screened set of variables for each observable. This way we342
obtain two set of parameters, θCH4 and θSac . For each θi ∈ {θCH4 ,θSac}, the343
variables θi contained in θ \θi are set to nominal values, namely the average344
value of the uniform distribution related to θi. θCH4 and θSac will undergo345
an exhaustive surrogate-based GSA, see Subsection 4.2.346
4.1. Screening of influential parameters via Morris’ Scheme347
In [24] Morris proposed an effective screening sensitivity measure in order348
to identify the most important factors in models characterized by many input349
parameters. Such method consists on the computation for each input of a350
set of incremental ratios, namely elementary effects, which are then averaged351
to determine the overall importance of each input parameter.352
Here, the mean of r Elementary Effects (or EEs) is taken as a measure of353
global sensitivity. The experimental plan is built by making use of random-354
ized One-At-Time (OAT) experiments. In the following, input parameters355
are assumed to be uniformly distributed in [0, 1] and then transformed from356
the unit hypercube to their respective distribution.357
For a given value of θi ∈ θ, the associated elementary effect EEi reads358
EEi =
y(θ∗1, . . . , θ
∗
i + δi, . . . , θ
∗










, nl is the number of levels, θ
∗ = (θ∗1, . . . , θ
∗
d) is359
a randomly selected value in the hypercube Zθ such that the point (θ
∗+eiδ)360
still maps to a point in Zθ for each i ∈ 1, . . . , d and ei is a vector of zeros361
except for its i-th component ei = 1.362
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The empirical distribution of elementary effects EEi for each input pa-363
rameter θi is obtained with a random sampling of θ, s.t. EEi ∼ Fi.364
The sensitivity measures proposed by Morris [24], µi and σi, are respec-365
tively the mean and the standard deviation of the distributions Fi . To366
estimate these quantities, Morris suggested sampling r elementary effects367
from each Fi via an efficient design that constructs r trajectories of (d + 1)368
points in the input space, each providing d elementary effects, one per in-369
put factor. This algorithm would thus require r(d + 1) model evaluations.370
An alternative measure proposed by Campolongo and Saltelli [28] consists371
of taking instead of the mean µi the absolute value of the EEs to avoid that372













∣∣∣∣∣y(θj1, . . . θji + δji , . . . , θjd)− y(θj1, . . . θji , . . . , θjd)δji
∣∣∣∣∣ ci
(44)
Besides the above sensitivity measure, as already mentioned it is common374
practice to also compute the standard deviation of the EEs, which provides375
information on the degree of interaction of the i-th input factor with the376
others, and on the non-linearity of the forward model F . A high standard377
deviation indicates that a factor is interacting with others because its sensi-378
tivity changes across the variability space due to the different values assumed379
buy the other θis.380
4.2. Surrogate Modeling381
We present now the methodology to build an emulator of the ADM1 based
model of Section 2, adopting two distinct families of algorithms, namely
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generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) expansion or Gaussian Process (GP)
model [29]. The key idea of both approaches is to express for each quantity
of interest y = y1, y2 a surrogate by making use of a (finite) sum of basis





In the last formula, the coefficients {γα}α∈A and the basis functions {Ψα}α∈A382
need to be calibrated using the information provided by the Halton’s training383
set DN with N = 210 (see Section 3.4).384
The coefficients are obtained in different ways depending on the adopted385
methodology. gPC-expansion and GP model are explained in detail in the386
Appendix, see Appendix A.1 and Appendix A.2. In this work, three algo-387
rithms are tested: two variations of gPC expansion (with linear and sparse388
truncation scheme via Least Angle Regression) and an implementation of389
GP.390
4.2.1. Workflow for gPC-expansion391
The algorithm to compute a gPC-expansion can be resumed as follows:392
1. choose the polynomial basis {Ψα}α∈A according to the prescribed input393
marginal PDFs of the inputs θi ∈ {θCH4 ,θSac} ∈ Rd (d = 6, 8);394
2. choose the total polynomial order P according to the complexity of the395
digestion processes;396
3. truncate the gPC-expansion to rlin terms corresponding to the multi-397
index set Alin using linear truncation according to the problem dimen-398
sion d and the total polynomial order P ;399
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4. if LAR sparse truncation is selected, compute a set of multi-indices400
A ⊂ Alin with a cardinality r ≤ rlin. Otherwise, A = Alin and r = rlin;401
5. compute the coefficients {γα}α∈A with least-square minimization, using402
N = 210 snapshots from the simulation database DN (the experimental403
design is based on Halton’s low-discrepancy sequence);404
6. formulate the surrogate Fpc, which can be evaluated for any new pair405
of parameters θ∗ .406
4.2.2. Workflow for GP surrogate407
The scheme of the construction of the GP surrogate is summarized in the408
following:409
1. choose the kernel function πα suitable for the input vector θi ∈ {θCH4 ,θSac} ∈410
Rdi (d = 6, 8) – we consider RBF in the present study, see Eq. (A.9);411
2. optimize the GP-hyperparameters {`α, σα, τ} associated with the ker-412
nel πα using maximum likelihood;413
3. formulate the surrogate Fgp, which can be evaluated for any new pair414
of parameters θ∗ using Eq. (A.7) and Eq. (A.10).415
4.3. Numerical implementation416
In practice, the implementation of Morris Screening, gPC-expansion and417
GP-model relied on the Python package OpenTURNS [30] (see www.openturns.org).418
5. Results419
5.1. Initial Screening via Morris Method420
Figure 2 shows the output of the Morris screening procedure for both421
QoIs. For both observables, parameters with a large value of µ∗ are more422
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likely to have a large σ. That means that shifting the attention towards high423
µ∗ variables would allow in principle to concentrate not only on the parame-424
ters that share a more pronounced effect on the observables, but also on the425
more nonlinear ones, and on the ones that are more prone to interactions426
with other factors. The ranking between parameters given by this screening427
method can be found on table 4.428
Fixing a threshold value µ∗T for both y1 and y2 cases (0.01 and 0.2, re-429
spectively) and retaining only the parameters that trespass such value allow430
for the definition of the second-stage parameter vectors, namely θCH4 ≡ (r0,431
khyd,ch, khyd,pr, Ksbk, khyd,li, νmax,CH4) and θSac ≡ ( νmax,ac, r0, khyd,li, Ksbk,432
khyd,pr, km,h2, KI,NH3, khyd,ch).433
The Morris screening procedure provided interesting results. Such find-434
ings are in line with the fact that when the Anaerobic Digestion process is435
applied to a more complex substrate, the bottleneck of the process is rep-436
resented by the disintegration and hydrolysis steps. The simple first order437
kinetics approach used in the first version of ADM1 model is sufficient to438
model the disintegration and hydrolysis of sewage sludge, but it is not ap-439
propriate when confronting a more complex and heterogeneous substrate like440
the organic fraction of municipal solid waste.441
Similarly when the QoI is the Sac, with the obvious exception of νmax,ac,442
which direct affect the bio degradation of the acetic acid, the kinetics param-443
eters r0, and Ksbk are the more sensitive.444
5.2. A posteriori error estimation of the surrogate models445
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The construction of the surrogate model may introduce an approximation










with y(l) the lth element of the training set, ŷ(l) the corresponding prediction446
by the surrogate model (gPC or GP), and N = 210 (see Table 2. However,447
this estimator for the metamodel error suffers from overfitting issues and may448
severely understimate the mean square error [31]. In addition, the GP-model449
can be considered an interpolator method at the training set points and there-450
fore it will always achieve εemp = 0 (when no noise is added to the kernel).451
In the following, for any tested metamodel algorithm and configuration, we452
have εemp < 2.0× 10−3.453
To circumvent these shortcomings, the surrogates are validated using the
so called Q2 predictive coefficient, that corresponds to a cross-validation er-
ror metric using the independent dataset based on Faure’s low discrepancy












with y the empirical mean over the Faure’s validation set (Nfaure = 2
10).454
Thus, Q2 furnishes a normalized estimate of the generalization error, i.e. the455
surrogate error when considering points outside of the Halton’s training456
set [32]. The target value for Q2 is 1: the closer the result to unity, the457
better is the surrogate.458
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The Q2 indicator performs thus the function of ranking the surrogates by459
their effectiveness in reproducing the dynamics of the studied ADM1-based460
model. In particular, when gPC techniques is applied, we consider the results461
of the surrogate with total polynomial order P that gives the best results.462
For θCH4 (d = 6), P varied from 1 to 14, while for θSac (d = 8) P varied from463
1 to 8.464
Figure 3, first panel, shows the adequacy plots, i.e. the plots of metamodel465
computed over points of the DOE over actual forward model F runs. In466
the second panel, the robustness of LAR-gPC algorithm with respect to the467
choice of P is given by the plots of Q2 values over the tested values for the468
maximum polynomial degree. In Table 3, the different error estimators for469
the adopted surrogate techniques are tabulated.470
Table 3: Errors relative to built surrogates. For LAR-gPC and SLS-gPC, the best results
for the spanned values for P are reported.
Metamodel Q2 εemp
θ = θCH4 , y = y1 d = 6
SLS-gPC (P = 5) 0.938 5.63e− 05
LAR-gPC (P = 13) 0.996 9.57e− 06
GP (RBF Kernel) 0.910 0.
θ = θSac , y = y2 d = 8
SLS-gPC (P = 4) 0.982 1.14e− 03
LAR-gPC (P = 5) 0.988 1.21e− 03
GP (RBF Kernel) 0.985 0.
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5.3. Quantitative SA with Sobol’ indices471
Sobol’ indices [33, 34] are commonly used for variance decomposition-
based global sensitivity analysis. They provide the quantification of how
much of the variance in the quantity of interest y is caused by the spread
in a single uncertain input parameter (or a group of them), assuming these
random variables to be independent. In this framework, the variance of the







Vij(Y ) + · · ·+ V1,2,...,d(Y ), (48)
where Vi(Y ) = V [E(Y |Θi)], Vij(Y ) = V [E(Y |Θi,Θj)]−Vi(Y )−Vj(Y ) and
more generally,
VI(Y ) = V [E(Y |ΘI)]−
∑
J⊂I s.t. J 6=I
VJ(Y ), ∀I ⊂ {1, . . . , d} (49)
By making use of this variance decomposition, the first-order Sobol’ index





It corresponds to the ratio of the output variance V(Y ) that is uniquely linked
to the variability in the ith input parameter; Si ranges between 0 and 1. The
corresponding total Sobol’ index STi , on the other hand, measures the whole
contribution of the ith input parameter (including this time interactions with







By definition, STi ≥ Si. If first-order and total indices do not coincide, this
means that the input parameter θi has some interactions with other param-
eters of Θ to describe the output variance. For the GP-surrogate approach,
Sobol’ indices are estimated stochastically adopting Martinez’ formulation as
a stable estimator [35]. For the LAR gPC-expansion, the first-order and total
Sobol’ indices are directly derived from the gPC-coefficients, for instance the






αi>0 and αk 6=i=0
γ2α, (52)
with σy the output STD computed using Eq. (54).472
Figure 4 presents the first-order and total Sobol’ indices obtained with the473
three adopted algorithms, related to the two different set of input parameters474
θSac,CH4 . However, since the best performing algorithm with respect to Q2475
error has been LAR-gPC for both sets of input variables, in the following we476
shall discuss only the SA and UQ results concerning this surrogate.477
For both input parameters studies, it is worth noting that first-order and478
total Sobol’ indices are not identical, implying that some interactions take479
place between the factors.480
Regarding CH4 production, Ksbk and r0 are the two most influential481
parameters, while for Sac peak the most important parameter is νmax,ac,482
followed by Ksbk, r0 and KI,NH3. As mentioned by Esposito and co-authors483
in[23] and experimentally demonstrated in [36], with complex substrate such484
as the OFMSW, disintegration and hydrolysis represent the bottlenecks of485
the AD process. About the second QoI the acetate peak while νmax,ac it is to486
be expected as sensitive parameter, the presence of KI,NH3 in the set of the487
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relevant parameters is rather unexpected. It is worth interest noting that r0488
and ksbk occupy high rank position in this global Sensitivity Analysis for two489
different outputs, suggesting the fact that in a general process of calibrating490
an ADM1-based model they play an overall paramount role.491
5.4. Graphical insights through Cobweb Plots492
When dealing with large sets of sensitivity indices, the interpretation of493
results that come from a SA procedure can be enhanced by ad hoc visualiza-494
tion tools, see [37].495
In Figure 5, a cobweb plot, also known as parallel coordinate plot of the496
Halton databases for the two input factor sets of the second phase of SA is497
portrayed. The range on the y axis is normalized. Every configuration of498
input parameters θ contained in DNi is reported in grey, and the ones that499
give rise to an observable y1,2 belonging to bottom 10% (top panels for each500
color) or top 10% (bottom panels for each color) are reported in red-blue501
color.502
If highlighted lines cover the entire range of a certain factor, the latter503
has a negligible influence on determining the most extreme behavior of the504
considered observable. On the contrary, if they concentrate on a subrange,505
the sensitivity of the parameters for the extreme (high or low, depending on506
the selected threshold criteria) observable response is high.507
In particular, Figure 5 shows that concerning CH4 production, Ksbk is508
very influential in determining a low output, while in the case of high CH4509
production, low r0 is almost always observed. Ksbk models the disintegration510
capability of the substrate. The results reported in Figure 5(a) state that511
low productions of methane can follow only from substrates characterized by512
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low value of Ksbk. As expected, high methane productions can be obtained513
only with low values of r0 5 (b). This means that with the trituration (i.e.514
granulometry reduction) of the OFMSW it is possible to increase the methane515
production of the substrate in agreement with experimental evidences.516
Shifting the attention to Sac peak, a low value of νmax,ac is somewhat517
mandatory for a high peak of Sac; on the other hand, for a low value of Sac518
peak, Ksbk is almost always needed to lie in the lowest part of its range,519
and νmax,ac is required to be in the upper half of its range. According with520
experimental results where the hydrolysis represents the bottleneck of the521
process, with low hydrolysis rates the system is characterized by low acid522
concentration values.523
The results of this graphical method are not only in agreement with the524
more quantitative results given by Sobol’ Indices, but also complementary525
to them, since we could spot the ranges of high rank input parameters that526
produce a significant high (or low) output in the observables.527
5.5. Uncertainty Quantification528
For the sake of Uncertainty Quantification, we restrict the study at the529
surrogate that behaved best with respect to the Q2 error estimator, that530
is LAR-gPC. In the framework of LAR gPC-expansion, the statistics of the531
two quantities of interest y1,2 can be derived analytically from the coefficients532
{γα}α∈A. The mean value µy and STD σy of y respectively read533







The PDF of each quantity of interest is computed using kernel smoothing534
techniques by sampling the uncertain input space ZΘ (with sample size of535
10,000 members) adopting a Monte Carlo random sampling and by evaluating536
the LAR gPC-expansion for all these points.537
Figure 6 presents the PDF of CH4 net production (first panel) and of538
Sac peak magnitude (second panel), while the moments of the latter PDFs539
are shown in Table 5. Some information can be deducted from the shape540
of such PDFs (and more concretely from the higher order moments of their541
respective distributions). Both distributions are characterized by a non-zero542
skewness. In particular, CH4 distribution exhibits a sharp drop after its543
maximum value. This corresponds to the fact that there is a sharp restriction544
for CH4 production in the batch setting of the proposed test case, the one545
dictated by mass conservation: it is impossible to generate more CH4 than546
the theoretical maximum which is strictly dependent on the initial amount547
of mass in the BMP reactor. The fact that the obtained PDF of quantity548
y1 is heavily peaked around the value of 0.30 is in line with the plot of 40549
trajectories of Fig. 1 (first panel), with the majority of trajectories exhibiting550
a sharp increase in the first days of elapsed time.551
On the other hand, Sac peak distribution exhibits a positive skewness552
and a rather large support. The right tail shows that the occurrence of a553
high peak should not be underestimated for a wide set of input parameters554
configurations. This is inline with experimental evidence that failures in555




In this paper, uncertainty quantification and global sensitivity analysis559
non-intrusive methods were applied to a modified version of the ADM-1560
model for a test case of engineering relevance that depended on a rather large561
set of input parameters of different nature and lacked up to now a GSA and562
UQ for two main observables that are of great interest for the practitioners,563
related to CH4 production and volatile acid peaks in the reactor.564
The overall relevance of the present work is two-fold: on the one hand,565
it gives useful insights of the bio-physical and chemical processes that play a566
major role in AD. On the other hand, on a methodological level, it gives an567
example of successful GSA and UQ procedures with preliminary screening568
and subsequent Surrogate-Based analysis, which received help from graphical569
methods in order to give further insights.570
Spotting the most sensitive parameters provides information on the most571
important phenomena of the process and would allow the experimental re-572
searchers to focus the efforts on their calibration. In particular, the role of573
the parameters r0 and Ksbk resulted to be crucial for the whole set of QoI574
adopted. Such parameters are related respectively to mechanical and chem-575
ical pre-processing of the municipal solid waste before the start of the AD576
process. Their importance in the ADM model thus confirms that the de-577
signer of an AD procedure has at his disposal several strategies to otpimize578
the overall process.579
Ultimately, this GSA and UQ procedure may also inspire further efforts in580
order to reduce the number of model equations, obtaining simplified models.581
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Figure 1: An ensemble of 40 different profiles extracted from Halton sampling database,
with different values of θ.
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Morris Scheme for Sac peak
Figure 2: Morris algorithm applied with respect to y1 (top) and y2 (bottom) observables.
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(a) θCH4 , y = y1 (left),θSac , y = y2(right), adequacy plot for LAR gPC algorithm
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(b) θCH4 , y = y1 (left),θSac , y = y2(right) Q2 test for varying maximum order of gPC from p0 = 1 to
p1 = 8, 14
Figure 3: Adequacy plots for both θ ∈ {θSac ,θCH4} parameter sets for the quantities
of interest related to each set, namely y1 the CH4 net production at t = 40d and y2 the
magnitude of Sac peak. For the Q2 test, we showed the results of several maximum degrees
p of LAR-based gPC algorithm.
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r0 khyd, ch khyd, pr Ksbk khyd, li max, c4
0.10
0.25
0.50 Sobol indices GP
Total Sobol indices GP
Sobol indices SLS
Total Sobol indices SLS
Sobol indices LAR
Total Sobol indices LAR
(a) θCH4 , y = y1




0.50 Sobol indices GP
Total Sobol indices GP
Sobol indices SLS
Total Sobol indices SLS
Sobol indices LAR
Total Sobol indices LAR
(b) θSac , y = y2
Figure 4: First-order and total Sobol’ indices (in logarithmic scale) associated with uncer-
tain parameters θ ∈ {θSac ,θCH4} for the quantities of interest related to each set, namely
y1 the CH4 net production at t = 40d and y2 the magnitude of Sac peak. For each panel,
the three different tested algorithm are presented. For GP, orange colors correspond to
first-order Sobol’ indices; red colors correspond to total Sobol’ indices. For SLS-gPC, light
blue colors correspond to first-order Sobol’ indices; dark blue colors correspond to total
Sobol’ indices. Finally, for LAR-gPC, gray colors correspond to first-order Sobol’ indices;
dark gray colors correspond to total Sobol’ indices.
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(a) y1 0− 10%








(b) y1 90− 100%










(c) y2 0− 10%










(d) y2 90− 100%
Figure 5: Cobweb plot related to Halton Databases for θ = θCH4 ,θSac respectively. In the
left column we have cobweb plots where the parameter combinations that give a bottom
10% of their respective quantity of interest y1,2 are reported in blue (y1) and red (y2),
while in the right hand side panels the colored lines correspond this time to top 10% of
the related quantity of interest y1,2.
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Table 4: In the second column the complete list of Uniform marginal PDFs associated
with vector θMorris is reported. Note that U(a, b) stands for the uniform distribution with
a the minimum value of the parameter and b the maximum one. The last four columns
show the ranking of the parameters according to different QoI and different stages of the
SA procedure.
Parameter Uniform distribution Morris rank (CH4) Morris rank (Sac) gPC rank (CH4) gPC rank (Sac)
r0 U(0.001, 0.05) 1 2 2 3
Ksbk U(1.0, 20.0) 4 4 1 2
khyd,ch U(0.1, 10.0) 2 8 4 8
khyd,pr U(0.1, 10.0) 3 5 5 7
khyd,li U(0.1, 10.0) 5 3 3 6
νmax,su U(5.0, 100.0) 16 13 - -
νmax,aa U(5.0, 100.0) 24 12 - -
νmax,fa U(5.0, 100.0) 12 9 - -
νmax,c4 U(5.0, 100.0) 6 10 6 -
νmax,pro U(5.0, 100.0) 31 14 - -
νmax,ac U(5.0, 100.0) 7 1 - 1
νmax,h2 U(5.0, 100.0) 11 6 - 5
kdec,su U(0.001, 0.1) 15 33 - -
kdec,aa U(0.001, 0.1) 23 37 - -
kdec,fa U(0.001, 0.1) 21 62 - -
kdec,c4 U(0.001, 0.1) 22 31 - -
kdec,pro U(0.001, 0.1) 33 36 - -
kdec,ac U(0.001, 0.1) 8 16 - -
kdec,h2 U(0.001, 0.1) 28 21 - -
Ysu U(0.08, 0.12) 10 24 - -
Yaa U(0.064, 0.096) 14 29 - -
Yfa U(0.048, 0.072) 13 28 - -
Yc4 U(0.048, 0.072) 20 23 - -
Ypro U(0.032, 0.048) 26 35 - -
Yac U(0.04, 0.06) 9 30 - -
Yh2 U(0.048, 0.072) 18 20 - -
Ks,su U(0.25, 0.75) 34 22 - -
Ks,aa U(0.15, 0.45) 36 27 - -
Ks,fa U(0.2, 0.6) 29 19 - -
Ks,c4 U(0.1, 0.3) 17 15 - -
Ks,pro U(0.05, 0.15) 37 32 - -
Ks,ac U(0.075, 0.225) 30 11 - -
Ks,h2 U(3.5e− 06, 1.05e− 05) 25 17 - -
KIH2fa U(2.5e− 06, 7.5e− 06) 32 18 - -
KIH2c4 U(5.0e− 06, 1.5e− 05) 27 25 - -
KIH2pro U(1.75e− 06, 5.25e− 06) 35 34 - -











(a) θCH4 , y = y1
gCOD/l
(b) θSac , y = y2
Figure 6: Probability density functions for θ ∈ {θSac ,θCH4} for the quantities of interest
related to each set, namely y1 the time integral of CH4 net production up to t = 40d and
y2 the magnitude of Sac peak.
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Table 5: Statistical moments for the PDFs of the two QoI yi, i = 1, 2 subject to variation
of θ ∈ {θCH4 ,θSac}, respectively.
Moment y1 (CH4) y2 (Sac)
Mean 0.286 0.766




Appendix A. Surrogate Modeling590
In this Section, the two approaches adopted in the manuscript to produce591
surrogate models are described. In Subsection Appendix A.1, generalized592
Polynomial Chaos is presented, while in Subsection Appendix A.2 Gaussian593
Process surrogate model is described.594
Appendix A.1. Generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) expansion595
Appendix A.1.1. Standard probabilistic space596
The random vector Θ is defined in the input physical space. We refer to597
its counterpart in the standard probabilistic space as ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζd), with598
ζi the random variable associated with the ith uncertain parameter Θi in Θ599
and characterized by a uniform marginal PDF ρΘi . The reduced variable ζi600
is then a uniform variable with support [−1; 1]. The gPC-framework applies601
naturally to the standard probabilistic space. The equivalent of ρΘ in the602
standard probabilistic space is denoted by ρζ. Since all input random vari-603
ables are assumed independent (see Section 3.1), the joint PDF ρζ is the604
product of the marginal PDFs {ρζi}i=1,...,d.605
Appendix A.1.2. Polynomial Basis606
The random vector Θ is projected onto a stochastic space spanned by
the multivariate orthonormal polynomial functions {Ψα(ζ)}α∈A, with α =
(α1, . . . , αd) a multi-index. This basis of polynomials is built with respect to




Ψα(ζ) Ψβ(ζ)ρζ dζ = δαβ, (A.1)
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where δαβ is the Kronecker delta-function and Zζ ⊆ Rd the normalized space607
where ζ varies. The orthogonal basis is built using the tensor product of uni-608
variate polynomial functions, Ψα = ψα1 . . . ψαd with ψαi the one-dimensional609
polynomial function associated with ζi.610
We assume the model outputs are of finite variance. Hence, Y ∈ {y1, y2}
can be cast as a function of the reduced variables and expanded as
Y (ω) = Fpc(Θ) =
∑
α∈A
γα Ψα (ζ(ω)) , (A.2)
where {Ψα(ζ)}α∈A correspond to Legendre polynomials (the latter constitute611
the the optimal choice for uniform PDFs following the Askey’s scheme [38]);612
we define the total polynomial order as P . Since we deal with a finite sum,613
a truncation strategy is required to determine the appropriate size of the614
polynomial basis. {γα}α∈A are the unknowns to determine with a suitable615
projection strategy to finally obtain the surrogate Fpc.616
Appendix A.1.3. Truncation strategy617
In practice, the sum in Eq. (A.2) is truncated to a finite number of terms618
r. In this work, two truncation strategies are compared to obtain a finite set619
of multi-indices A: linear truncation on the one hand, and sparse truncation620
strategy on the other hand.621
622
Linear truncation strategy. The standard truncation strategy consists in
retaining in the gPC-expansion all polynomials involving the d random vari-
ables of total degree less or equal to P . Hence, α = (α1, · · · , αd) ∈ {0, 1, · · · , P}d.
The number of terms is therefore constrained by the number of input random
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variables d and by the total polynomial order P so that
rlin = (d+ P )!/(d! P !). (A.3)
The corresponding set of multi-indices Alin is defined as
Alin ≡ Alin(d, P ) = {α ∈ Nd : |α| ≤ P}, (A.4)
where |α| = ||α||1 = α1 + · · ·+ αd is the total order of the multi-index. We623
will refer in this case to the basis as the “full basis” for a given order P .624
625
Sparse truncation strategy. A sparse truncation strategy aims at reducing626
the number of terms in the gPC-expansion for a given total polynomial order627
P . One method to build a “sparse basis” (by opposition to the “full basis”628
obtained when considering a linear truncation strategy) is the Least Angle629
Reduction (LAR) approach. The key argument of the LAR approach is to630
choose at each iteration, a polynomial among the r terms of the full basis631
based on the correlation of the polynomial term with the current residual; the632
selected term is then added to the active set of polynomials. The coefficients633
of the active basis are computed so that every active polynomial needs to634
be equicorrelated with the current residual, until convergence. LAR method635
builds thus a collection of surrogates that are less and less sparse along the636
iterations. The method stops either when the full basis has been looked637
through or when the maximum size of the training set N has been reached.638
Further details are given in Refs. [39, 40, 41].639
Appendix A.1.4. Projection strategy640
For a given basis, the coefficients {γα}α∈A are computed through least-641
square minimization in a non-intrusive way, by making use of theN -snapshots642
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of the training set DN . The principal idea of least-square minimization is to643
minimize the mean square error, i.e. the error of approximation between644
the ADM1-based model evaluations and the estimations given by the gPC-645
surrogate at the points of the training set [42].646
The unknown coefficients are collected into a vector γ̂ = {γα}α∈A. γ̂ is
















which is solved with classical linear algebra algorithms, i.e.
γ̂ = (ΨTΨ)−1 ΨT Y , (A.6)
with Ψ the information matrix, which corresponds to the evaluation of the647
basis polynomials at each point of the experimental design DN , i.e. Ψ =648
{Ψα(ζ(l))}α∈A,1≤l≤N , and with Y the corresponding evaluations of ADM1649
model.650
If non-sparse truncation is adopted, this projection method is the stan-651
dard least-square (SLS) approach. In the LAR sparse method, least-square652
minimization is used to retrieve the set of active coefficients. It is worth not-653
ing that LAR allows the gPC-expansion to include high-order polynomials in654
the basis without leading to an ill-posed problem, providing a way to explore655
the possible nonlinearity of the model response to the input parameters with656
a limited budget of simulations.657
47
Appendix A.2. Gaussian Process (GP) surrogate658
Appendix A.2.1. Principles659
A surrogate of the ADM1-based model using GP regression can be con-
ceived as follows:




where Ψα is a GP calibrated with the data of the training set DN . This
GP is a random process indexed over the domain Rdi (here di ∈ {dSac , dCH4},







share a joint Gaussian distribution [43]. Let Ψ̃α be a GP fully characterized













. In the present work, the correlation
function π (also named kernel) is a squared exponential (also known as radial









where `α is a length-scale which describes the model dependency between the
input vectors θ and θ′, and where σ2α is the variance of the model output.
In practice, the surrogate is obtained as the mean of the GP resulting of







. For any θ∗ ∈ Rdi ,
the prediction of the GP-model is obtained using Eq. (A.7) with the following


































and where τ (nugget effect parameter) prevents ill-conditioning issues for the660
matrix Πα. The hyperparameters {`α, σα, τ} are the result of an optimiza-661
tion by maximum likelihood applied to the dataset DN using the Tunrcated-662
Newton method non-linear optimizer [44].663
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